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Abstract.Analysis by finite element method is a modern method for studying various contacts, allowing the 
determination of important parameters for the study of various contacts. We consider the sphere –plan contacts  
which represent the materialization of the point contacts from “Experimental Stand for the fretting study” which 
is in the Machine Elements Laboratory 
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1. Introduction 
 To better study the stress state at the contact level, in the  professional literature a 
number of criteria are introduced that allow a better assessment of the state of stress, being 
able to make predictions about the probability of occurrence of cracks in the contact. 
 A first criterion can be deduced from the Von Mises criterion as the square root of 
second invariant of stress tensor. 
In rectangular form that can be written: 
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the limit  is  reached  when 2/1
2 )(J   attains in a  point the   simple tangential forces value  a 

simple tangential  force. It can also be used as criteria of fatigue: plasticity criterion, Tresca 
tension stress criterion, Dang Van criterion. 

Existing fatigue state in a hertzian contact can be investigated through the finite 
element method, thus achieving results which can not be achievable by conventional methods. 

The knowledge of fatigue state  in  a hertzian  contact is very important, it provides  
information regarding  the appearance of  contact cracks , this fact contributing to   to predict 
the appearance of the cracks, and therefore the disposal of respective  contact. 
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Fig.1. Digitization  error based on the number of elements 
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2. Stages of the finite element method analysis 
Using specialized software for finite element analysis (Cosmos, Ansys, Nice, Pro / 

driver, etc..)  can proceed to study the structures comprising the steps: preprocessing and 
postprocessing. 

Preprocessing - initial stage for the structure where we can define  
1 - the system of units 
2 - reference system; 
3 - the geometry of the structure; 
4 – the material that will make the structure; 
5 - item type used to structure the digitization                                       
6 - the analysis will be performed;                                               
7 - structural loads;                                        
8 - the contour conditions;               
9 - software type used.                                                     

For realising the geometry of the system  the  was used  Pro / ENGINEER , program 
version 2000i and the  analyse by finite element method was done using Pro / Mechanica 
version 21 -  which working in an integrated way with Pro / ENGINEER, thus reducing 
transfer errors. 

For digitization of the structure we used the "p-element method which at the circular 
surfece digitized use the “block” method. The sensitivity of the digitization depends of  the 
interpolation degree of the  polynom. 

 

3. Tension analysis in a sfere –plan contact 
We consider the sphere –plan contacts which represent the materialization of the point 

contacts from “Experimental Standfor the fretting study” which is in the Machine Elements 
Laboratory [1]. Thus was considered the geometrical model shown in fig.2, the digitization of 
the elements being represented in fig.3. 

 
Fig.2. Theoretical sphere-plan model 

 
 The assumed model is represented by an elastic lamella assembled through 8  bearings 
ball  φ 19 mm diameter, thus achieving eight point contacts. Lamella receives at the free end, 
an upward diplacement by 20 mm. The blade recess area is based on a  fix lower part,  top 
part being loaded by 4 screws with an uniform  distributed force by  200 N on each screw. 
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Fig.3. Model digitization 

 
 Using finite element method we investigated point contacts in terms of stress Taking  
into consideration the stress tension which appear at the contact level , causing tensions Von 
Mises and Tresca fatigue[2]. Von Mises tensions for upper and lower balls are given in fig.4 
and fig.5. It can be observed   high an different  values depending by position and ball contact. 
Thus, for higher balls  the tensions oscillate between a minimum and a maximum of 272.2 
MPa 19,533 MPa, and for inferior  balls  the tension arise values between 436,6 MPa and 
1833.9 MPa. 
 
 

 

Fig.4. Von Mises tensions for superior balls 
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Fig.5. Von Mises tensions for inferior balls 

In fig 6 and 7 are given the  representations of fatigue Tresca stress for contact between 
the upper and lower balls ,respectively the inferior balls and lamella. It can be obseved that 
the tension values are   479.1 MPa to 1017.9 MPa at   superior balls, respectively 1035.7 
MPa to 245.4 MPa at inferior balls. 

 

 
Fig.6.Tresca tensions at the superior balls level 
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Fig.7. Tresca tensions at the inferior balls level 

The second model examined involved a down displacement of the lamella at the open 
end with 20 mm. The blade recess area is based on a fix lower part,  top part being loaded by 
4 screws with an uniform  distributed force by  200 N on each screw. 

Tresca fatigue tension  for the inferior balls are given in fig.8 and the values are 
between 478.1 MPa and 998.2 MPa. For the superior  Tresca balls  the tensions are between 
229.9 MPa and 942.5 MPa (Fig. 9). It can be obseved a displacement of the maximum tension 
stress position depending by the lamella displacements. 

 

       
 

Fig.8. Tresca tensions at the inferior                        Fig.9. Tresca tensions at the superior 
balls level                                                                            balls level 

 
An other tension fatigue stress is Von Mises tension representation of this tension is 

made in Fig.10 for inferior balls an in Fig 11 for superior balls. The observed values are 
between 871 MPa and 19,875 MPa for the inferior balls and between 264.9 MPa and 1621 
MPa for superior balls. 
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Fig.10.  Von Mises tensions  pentru  inferior balls  

 
Fig.11.  Von Mises tensions  pentru  superior  balls  

 

4. Conclusions 
Analysis by finite element method is a modern method for studying various 

contacts, allowing the determination of important parameters for the study of various 
contacts. In case of hertzian contact are obtained precise information regarding the state of 
deformation at the contact level, it can be obtained  information about the state of  the 
existing tension at the contact level. Analysis of the point contact using the classical 
method (Hertz theory) does not permit to to achieve the results of such precision .The 
determination of Von Mises and Tresca tensions permits a proper analysis of the point 
contacts. 
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